Tailoring nomograms on patients and institutions: The utility of Fagan’s two-step nomogram
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Abstract
Besides oncologic outcomes, functional outcomes (preservation of potency and early recovery of the pre-operative urinary continence) are the two main goals of radical prostatectomy. Tailoring the most appropriate but also the most conservative surgery in patients with low or intermediate risk prostate cancer is one of the hottest topic in urologic oncology nowadays. A number of nomograms, risk calculators and graphic tools have been developed to gather data from biopsy, blood samples and radiologic imaging and help clinicians to find the best balance between oncologic and functional goals.

Introduction
Prostate cancer is the 2nd more common invasive cancer diagnosed in men (26% of all cancer diagnosis), and the 3rd more lethal, accounting for 9% of all cancer-related deaths [1]. The majority (80%) of patients are diagnosed with a clinically localized disease, which is associated with a 100% 5-year overall survival following the gold standard surgical intervention (radical prostatectomy + nerve-sparing technique + extended lymphadenectomy) [2]. Though these data look encouraging, 20-40% of patients will experienced a biochemical within 5 years following surgery, and up to 10% will progress to a clinically detectable recurrence [3]. Preservation of urinary and sexual function are additional concerns, since 20% of patients won’t recover full urinary continence, and 20%-78% won’t recover full potency [4,5].

Neurovascular bundle preservation and risk of extracapsular invasion
The exact anatomic location of prostatic neurovascular bundles was first described by Walsh and Donker in 1982 [6] however, nearly 30 years were needed to associate nerve-sparing surgery to a better preservation of sexual potency [7]. Since then, a number of nerve-sparing approaches (ie anterograde versus retrograde) and techniques (interfascial vs intrafascial) has been developed, and always been associated to better functional outcomes than non-nerve-sparing surgery [8]. However, rates of potency and continence recovery following surgery still vary, due to many influencing factors besides nerve-sparing approaches themselves (ie patient characteristics, surgeon experience, methods used to collect and report data) [9].

Extension of prostate cancer (PCa) beyond the gland pseudocapsule (extracapsular extension, ECE+ versus ECE-) has been associated to lower rate of disease-free recurrence and cancer-specific survival [10,11]. The ability to accurately identify ECE+ may affect the likelihood to preserve neurovascular bundles [12]. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of prostate anatomy, tumor burden and prostate cancer location within the gland is of utmost importance during pre-operative planning, in order to find the best balance between oncologic and functional goals.

Clinical use of Fagan’s two-step nomogram
In the last years, literature has seen a flourishing of novel proposals of nomograms or risk calculators for ECE+ disease, alongside more traditional tools such as the aforementioned Partin Tables [13] and Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment (CAPRA) score [14]. Moreover, the additional predictive power given by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in the pre-operative setting has to be considered, as shown by Morlacco et al. [15] Feng et al. [16] and Tay et al. [17] among the first.

Another way to address the same issue requires to focus on statistics, as in Dal Moro et al. which resumed an old-fashioned but user-friendly graphic calculator (Fagan’s two-step nomogram) to predict the risk of ECE+ vs ECE- at radical prostatectomy, given the number of positive lateral cores at biopsy [18].

The original Fagan nomogram was developed by Dr Fagan in 1975. Bayesian probability theory was used to build a graphic tool able to predict the post-test probability of an individual to have a clinical condition, given the pre-test probability of the individual having that condition and the observed test outcome [19]. As underlined by Caraguel et al. Fagan’s nomogram was difficult to use at bedside, since manual calculation of the likelihood ratio of negative and positive test results is always needed. A solution to that problem was the development of Fagan’s two-step nomogram, a more user-friendly tool requiring no calculations and no statistical competencies at all [20].

In the aforementioned paper by Dal Moro et al. 1083 patients which underwent a 24-core transrectal or transperineal prostate biopsy were screened for eligibility. The final analysis focused on 94 patients with low- or intermediate risk prostate cancer which underwent...
radical prostatectomy. The primary aim of the study was to test the improvement in the prediction of ECE- according to Partin Tables given a particular condition at prostate biopsy (pericapsular cores uninvolved by PCa). In conclusion, authors found that the post-test probability of having ECE- when all lateral cores (ie pericapsular cores) were negative was 14.1%, with a substantial gain of 7.5% as compared to Partin estimates for ECE- (21.6%) [18].

The idea that the number of biopsy positive cores and/or the percentage of core involved by cancer may be used as a proxy for tumor burden is not new [21,22]. Moreover, the importance of a more accurate prostate sampling for pre-operative staging is widely accepted [23]. Dal Moro et al. while confirming what was already well known in the previous literature, also highlighted the great utility of an inexpensive nomogram, which would allow a good prediction of extracapsular extension without the need for additional imaging, such as MRI. Currently available literature about the side-specific accuracy of ECE is somewhat controversial, and larger studies may not add sufficient evidence [24-26]. However, this study was designed exactly to bypass those limitations: cores were considered as involved or not involved as a whole. In fact, the unique aspect of this paper is that only pericapsular cores (so, those more informative for gland invasion) were considered, and this may explain the improvement in the test sensitivity and specificity (91.7% and 45.4%, respectively, in case of negative pericapsular cores) as compared to similar papers.

A number of papers have already investigated whether other preoperative clinical and pathological variables may be used alongside biopsy cores (either considered as “number of positive cores”, “percentage of positive cores” or “percentage of core involved by cancer”) may be used to improve the predictive ability for ECE-. Graefen et al. reported that the number of biopsy cores with high grade cancer, the number of positive biopsies and serum PSA may be independent predictors for ECE-; positive predictive values were higher than 82% in the lower risk groups (< 1 biopsy core with Gleason Score 4 or 5 PCa and PSA <10 ng/mL, or < 1 biopsy core with Gleason Score 4 or 5 PCa and PSA ≥ 10 ng/mL) [27]. Similar findings were reported by Sebo et al (percent of positive cores, serum PSA at biopsy and clinical Gleason Score), [28] Egawa et al. (number of cores involved by cancer, maximum cancer length, serum PSA at biopsy, clinical stage and clinical Gleason Score), [29] Goto et al. (total length of cancer in all biopsy cores, percent of poorly-differentiated cancer in each specimen, pre-biopsy serum PSA) [30] and Wills et al. (numbers of cores involved by cancer and highest clinical Gleason Score for the whole cohort; PCa bilaterality and serum PSA at subset multivariable analysis) [31].

However, none of these papers has focused on the well-known differences between institutions in biopsy approaches, biopsy templates and specimen reading. Due to their multifactorial origin, all these confounders will always be difficult to standardize, and may affect the validity of any nomogram and risk calculator using biopsy data. On the contrary, Dal Moro et al. have offered a clever clue to overcome these methodological differences, since Fagan’s two-step nomogram relies on diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of each institution’s “test” for the target condition. This means that every healthcare centre, using its own local data, may tailor its own risk calculator for ECE+ vs ECE-, given a minimum diagnostic accuracy to be granted.

Conclusions

Fagan’s two-step nomogram may be a flexible and interesting solution to predict the PCA pathologic feature of choice on the basis of the most appropriate biopsy, serum or imaging data. As underlined by Dal Moro et al. this risk calculator may easily adapt standardized nomograms to the clinical routine of each healthcare centre, thus stressing the uniqueness of the local experience (either surgical, radiological or anatomo-pathological), while maintaining the scaffold of validated tools. Though enough user-friendly to be drawn on paper, digital versions may be even more handly to be used in the daily clinical practice.
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